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Abstract

1 GPU

Hyperparameter tuning is essential to achieving state-of-theart accuracy in machine learning (ML), but requires substantial compute resources to perform. Existing systems primarily focus on e�ectively allocating resources for a hyperparameter tuning job under �xed resource constraints. We show
that the available parallelism in such jobs changes dynamically over the course of execution and, therefore, presents
an opportunity to leverage the elasticity of the cloud.
In particular, we address the problem of minimizing the
�nancial cost of executing a hyperparameter tuning job, subject to a time constraint. We present RubberBand—the �rst
framework for cost-e�cient, elastic execution of hyperparameter tuning jobs in the cloud. RubberBand utilizes performance instrumentation and cloud pricing to model job
completion time and cost prior to runtime, and generate a
cost-e�cient, elastic resource allocation plan. RubberBand is
able to e�ciently execute this plan and realize a cost reduction of up to 2x in comparison to static allocation baselines.
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Figure 1. Elastic Hyperparameter Search. A comparison of a
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static allocation (left) and an elastic allocation (right) for the same
tuning job. Each box represents the compute allocation to a trial for
a number of epochs. The highest quality trial (green) is eventually
allocated the entire cluster in the static allocation despite needing
fewer resources to complete training within constraints.
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Introduction

As state-of-the-art deep learning (DL) models have grown
larger in the number of parameters [1, 2], so too have their
price tags [3]. Because the dominant cost of developing these
models lies in the process of hyperparameter tuning [4], it has
become critical to reduce the cost of commonly employed
hyperparameter tuning methods.
Hyperparameter tuning aims to determine the optimal
con�guration of hyperparameters of a model by repeatedly
training it with di�erent candidate con�gurations, and selecting the one that yields the highest accuracy. Despite its
signi�cant cost, hyperparameter tuning is essential to maximizing the performance of a DL model, since the accuracy
of such models depends strongly on the choice of hyperparameters used [5, 6]. In this work, we therefore focus on the
fundamental problem of minimizing the cost of executing a
hyperparameter tuning job, subject to a time constraint.
To accelerate hyperparameter tuning jobs, state-of-the-art
early-stopping techniques reduce the amount of work performed by terminating evaluation tasks expected to yield
inferior quality con�gurations prior to their completion [7–
10] or by dynamically deallocating compute resources (e.g.,
GPUs) from poorly performing hyperparameter con�gurations before they �nish [11]. These techniques exploit the
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available parallelism in hyperparameter tuning workloads
to further reduce job completion time (JCT) through concurrent training and evaluation. However, such techniques thus
far [9–12] have focused exclusively on exploiting parallelism
over a �xed pool of compute resources.
In this paper, we demonstrate that early-stopping techniques exhibit poor utilization when running over �xed resource pools due to the changing available parallelism of hyperparameter tuning workloads. These techniques reallocate
resources to a decreasing number of running candidates by
terminating the worst performers. This leads to a degradation
in cluster resource utilization since common parallel training
methods incur signi�cant communication overheads, and as
such scale sub-linearly with compute [13–15].
Building on this observation, we show that it is possible
to increase cluster utilization and reduce execution cost of
hyperparameter tuning, while preserving JCT and model
accuracy, by running it in the cloud. Leveraging the intrinsic
compute elasticity of cloud platforms enables dynamically
resizing of the provisioned cluster to adapt to the changing
parallelism available in the job. By front-loading expenditure,
we can allocate more resources to the earlier, highly parallel
stages of a job and fewer to subsequent ones. This results in
improved cluster utilization and a reduction in overall cost.
However, e�ciently leveraging elastic cloud resources
for hyperparameter tuning presents three key challenges.
The �rst is to accurately model the execution of the job in
the cloud, as a function of a resource allocation plan, which
de�nes the number of parallel compute resources to allocate
to each stage of the job. The second is to navigate the large
search space of such plans to �nd a feasible, low-cost solution.
The third is to cost-e�ciently schedule and place workers
over an elastically provisioned cluster at runtime.
First, the JCT and cost of a job are functions of its allocation
plan. However, modeling this relationship can be challenging
due to a variety of other factors that impact performance and
spending. In particular, JCT is also a function of (i) the DL
model’s training latency and scalability over cloud hardware,
(ii) cloud provider overheads, such as provisioning latency,
and (iii) the overall computation structure of the job.
Similarly, execution cost is a function of a variety of factors, including the price of each resource provisioned, price
of any ingress or egress data movement, and the billing model
applied by the provider (e.g. per-instance or per-function)
[16–19]. These factors vary not only across the di�erent
cloud providers (e.g. AWS, GCP and Azure), but also across
the range of o�erings within a single provider’s ecosystem
(spanning instance types, resource pools, regions etc.). It is
therefore important to develop a comprehensive cost and
runtime model that appropriately parameterizes these characteristics, to enable us to accurately evaluate the utility of
an elastic allocation plan for a particular job.
Second, the system must be able to generate a feasible,
low-cost allocation plan for a given job. Tuning a DL model

that scales sublinearly with compute will likely require the
solution to concentrate its spending and resources in the
earlier stages of the job with greater available parallelism.
Conversely, if the DL model being tuned scales relatively
well with compute, the optimal solution may indeed be a
static allocation, or even require late scale-up. The optimal
solution therefore depends on a number of factors, including
critically, the scalability of the model [15, 20]. The system
must su�ciently explore the search space to ensure a feasible,
cost-e�cient solution is found.
Third, naive worker placement can negatively a�ect training performance [21–25], resulting in higher job execution
costs. Parallel workers of a training job require co-location
to avoid incurring unnecessary network overheads. Worker
scheduling will therefore need to optimize placement colocation and maximize cluster utilization.
To address these challenges, we designed RubberBand, the
�rst framework for cost-e�cient, elastic execution of hyperparameter tuning jobs in the cloud. We focus on optimizing
early-termination algorithms such as Successive Halving [7]
and Hyperband [8] due to their strong theoretical foundations and relative popularity. Furthermore, because they are
declarative in nature, we can plan their execution o�ine.
RubberBand introduces a DAG-based execution model
that captures the various latencies and costs associated with
executing a job in the cloud, over a given resource allocation plan. This model is parameterized by pro�ling DL
model training latency and resource provisioning overheads
prior to execution. RubberBand then searches for a feasible,
cost-e�cient resource allocation plan, utilizing the execution model to predict the end-to-end JCT and cost of the
input job for each candidate plan explored. During execution, RubberBand elastically scales the underlying cluster
according to the plan, dynamically allocates provisioned resources fairly among trials and manages the placement of
individual workers for each trial. In summary, we make the
following contributions:
1. We develop a cost and latency model that synthesizes
pro�ling information about the input job and target
cloud resources to evaluate the bene�t of running hyperparameter tuning jobs over elastic resources.
2. We design and implement an elastic cost-minimizing
resource allocation and placement policy for timeconstrained hyperparameter tuning workloads.
3. We build a full system stack for hyperparameter tuning
in the cloud and evaluate it with state-of-the-art DL
models.

2

Background

The accuracy of a DL model can depend heavily on the choice
of its hyperparameters. Hyperparameters are values that affect the learning dynamics of a model but are not directly
optimized by the training procedure. We refer to a set of
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training the best con�guration from the top tier candidates
can require an order of magnitude more resources [8].
Leveraging this insight, bandit-based hyperparameter tuning algorithms [7, 8, 10] have been developed to aggressively
terminate poorly performing trials and reallocate available
resources to better-performing ones that promise higher accuracy (Figure 3). These algorithms execute in sequential
stages, where each stage constitutes a number of trials running independently, followed by synchronous evaluation
and termination of the bottom-performing fraction. While a
parallelization scheme is not explicitly prescribed, parallel
execution is necessary in the context of real-world objectives
and constraints such as cost and time.1

Figure 2. A basic hyperparameter grid search. Each trial initializes a model on a sampled hyperparameter con�guration and
trains it until its performance has converged. The con�guration
corresponding to the highest accuracy is selected.

2.1

Distributed, Parallel Hyperparameter Tuning

Executing a hyperparameter tuning job cost-e�ciently
within constraints necessitates the e�cient utilization
of parallel and distributed resources. This parallelization
can occur across two (nested) levels: distributed parallel
evaluation of multiple independent trials at the stage-level,
and distributed training at the trial-level.
Stage-level parallelism. Trials can be executed independently in parallel within each stage. Two phenomena cause
the available parallelism at this level to change dynamically
over the course of execution. First, as trials are progressively
terminated at the end of each stage, fewer trials remain to be
executed, fundamentally decreasing the parallelism available
to be exploited. Second, the presence of stage-end synchronization barriers introduces a potential source for stragglers
[9]. The scale of this e�ect changes in the reverse direction;
earlier stages maintain a larger set of running trials and are
therefore more prone to stragglers. Overall, however, the
impact of the �rst phenomenon tends to dominate: aggressive termination of trials results in the available stage-level
parallelism declining by up to an order of magnitude with
each subsequent stage.
Trial-level parallelism. Deep learning models are frequently trained using a distributed, data parallel strategy.
Due to the communication-heavy nature of this scheme,
training performance does not scale linearly with compute
allocated (Figure 4). In practice, performance scalability depends on several variables. Those speci�c to the training procedure itself include the model architecture, training batch
size and the communication strategy used between data parallel workers (e.g. all-reduce, parameter server) [15, 20]. On
the other hand, hardware variables include the type of the
underlying compute resources utilized (CPUs, GPUs, TPUs,
etc.), the quantity of these resources co-located on a single
machine, the topology of the network and the communication bandwidth between machines .

Figure 3. Successive Halving Procedure. An example of an

early-stopping job produced by Successive Halving (with a reduction factor of 2). Each rectangle represents a trial, and its width
indicates how many iterations it executes for in a stage.

hyperparameter values as a hyperparameter con�guration,
and the training/evaluation procedure associated with one
such con�guration as a trial. To improve DL model accuracy,
practitioners run hyperparameter tuning experiments or jobs,
which are composed of a collection of trials—each parameterized by a con�guration sampled from a search space—with
the objective of identifying the con�guration that yields the
best validation accuracy or loss (Figure 2).
The hyperparameter search space itself is a multidimensional distribution from which sample values of
each hyperparameter (e.g., learning rate, momentum) are
drawn. We note that both choosing the right search space
and the optimal process of sampling from it are ongoing
areas of research. For the scope of this work, we are not
concerned with the methods used to design or navigate this
space. Rather, we expect the user to provide a search space
and sampling method (e.g. random search) for selecting
hyperparameters.
During training, one can observe the progress and quality
of the model via intermediate training metrics, such as accuracy or loss. These metrics generally exhibit diminishing
returns, meaning that their rate of improvement generally
decrease as training progresses. When evaluating multiple
con�gurations, candidates that do not initially perform well
can often be discarded after minimal training. However, because intermediate training metrics can be imperfect predictors of �nal model quality at convergence, identifying and

1 We

focus our discussion on minimizing cost subject to a time constraint,
but note that many of the techniques presented extend naturally to the
related problem of minimizing job completion time subject to cost.
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Figure 4. Scaling of deep learning models with increasing

GPUs. Deep learning models exhibit sub-linear scaling as more
resources are allocated. Throughput is normalized to throughput
with a single GPU.
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Figure 5. Worker colocation during hyperparameter tuning. A scattered placement of training workers across cluster resources can lead to low training throughput. By colocating workers
and constraining the worker placement to use a minimal feasible set
of nodes, nodes can be easily deprovisioned without interrupting
the experiment, leading to more e�cient spending.

Thus, existing techniques which naively reallocate all
freed resources to running trials [11] can su�er from poor
cluster utilization, as the available stage-level parallelism
decreases. We are therefore interested in capturing the performance implications of these variables in an execution
model. Doing so would allow us to evaluate the utility of an
elastic allocation accurately and make better informed resource allocation decisions, given the speci�c characteristics
of individual jobs.
While modeling job execution is necessary to determine
the cost-optimal resource quantities to allocate, in practice
the realized utilization of a particular allocation is not guaranteed to be e�cient. Due to the structure of peer-to-peer
communication between workers in data parallel training,
placing workers on physically separate machines results in
cross-node network transfers, which has been comprehensively shown to result in resource under-utilization [21–25].
Thus, a trial’s workers must be co-located together when
feasible, to ensure cluster resources are e�ciently utilized.
Thus, the e�ective utilization of cluster resources by a
distributed parallel hyperparameter tuning system is dependent on its ability to accurately predict the performance
scalability of an input job’s model training procedure, utilize
the information to explore the allocation plan search space,
and lastly, account for the co-location requirement of trial
workers during execution.

into an execution model to enable accurate analysis of elastic
resource allocation plans.
Cloud provider characteristics. Cloud providers maintain a diverse selection of compute o�erings [26] that together produce a rich trade-o� space between price and
performance. The choice of o�erings not only has impact
an individual trial’s training performance (as discussed in
Section 2.1), but also on resource allocation planning.
The space of pricing options further extends the cloud
cluster design space. Compute resources can be billed at
per-instance [16] and per-function call [19] granularities.
Per-instance pricing itself can be classi�ed into the cheaper,
pre-emptible spot and more expensive, uniterruptible ondemand sub-categories.
Both the pricing characteristics and overheads attributed
to di�erent compute o�erings can impact the value in provisioning or deprovisioning resources elastically. These variables must therefore be accounted for in conjunction with the
performance variables in Section 2.1, to produce a feasible,
cost-e�cient resource allocation plan for a given job.
By addressing these challenges, hyperparameter tuning
methods that leverage the elasticity provided by the cloud
can reduce execution costs without compromising on JCT
or model performance.

2.2 Cloud Challenges and Opportunities
The cloud o�ers an elastic resource pool which can be dynamically scaled to adjust to the dynamically changing resource requirements of a job. Major cloud platforms charge
for compute at a per-second billing granularity [16–18], and
are able to service provisioning requests on the order of
seconds across their various o�erings. These properties enable cloud applications to make �ne-grained provisioning
decisions as their resource requirements vary, in order to
optimize expenditure.
The key challenge that arises from leveraging the cloud
to run hyperparameter tuning jobs is then integrating the
pricing characteristics and overheads of the cloud provider

3

Cost-e�cient Hyperparameter Tuning

We are interested in optimizing a cost objective, subject to
a time constraint. In this section, we will overview basic
assumptions of our workload and discuss characteristics of
existing naive solutions that can be improved upon.
Training assumptions. We assume that each trial executes an iterative training procedure, optimizing a common
objective (e.g. validation accuracy or loss). Each iteration
of this procedure returns intermediate training metrics and
yields control to the underlying trial scheduler. Between
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used algorithm in a variety of production machine learning
systems [25, 30, 31].
Successive Halving (SHA) is a bandit-based approach which
terminates running trials in a stage-wise iterative fashion,
as shown in Figure 3. SHA assigns quantities of work (e.g.
training iterations, epochs, data samples etc.) to trials fairly
within a stage. The best [1 trials are retained after each stage,
while the per-trial work assignment is simultaneously increased by a factor of [. This exponential reduction in the
number of trials, coupled with the exponential increase in
the work per-trial results in a sharp decline in the overall
available parallelism.
We note that for declaratively-de�ned early-stopping algorithms such as SHA, the structural characteristics of the
experiment are known prior to runtime. This presents an
opportunity to separate a declarative speci�cation from the
control �ow, and optimize the resource allocation to every
stage o�ine. Using the simple, yet su�ciently general experiment speci�cation API outlined in Figure 6, we are able to
acquire the number of stages, the number of trials per-stage
and the amount of work (iterations) to be assigned per-trial
in each stage upfront.

Figure 6. Experiment speci�cation API. Simple API between

early-stopping algorithms and Rubberband. A single speci�cation
can express a successive halving job, whereas a collection of them
can specify Hyperband-based methods as a multi-job.

iterations, the model and training procedure can be checkpointed, allowing the scheduler to pause, resume or terminate trials. Trials themselves are capable of leveraging distributed, parallel resources (i.e. accelerators such as GPUs)
to reduce model training latency.
Additionally, we assume that all trials share the same scaling function. In other words, we assume hyperparameters do
not have a substantial impact on training latency, and how
training performance scales with compute. We note that hyperparameters do not a�ect throughput in many important
real-world workloads, particularly those involving a �xed
model architecture (e.g., �ne-tuning). There are notable exceptions, including batch size and model architecture, which
we defer to future work.
Unlike prior work which may change e�ective batch size
with resource allocation [11], we assume that the batch size
of the trial is held constant across execution (aka strong scaling) to a user-con�gured value. This ensures that the learning
dynamics of the model are not a�ected by the system’s resource allocation decisions [27]. To address GPU memory
limitations when using a large e�ective batch size over a
small resource allocation, we assume the job can leverage
gradient accumulation.
Provider assumptions. For simplicity, instance type is
provided by the user. We assume that compute instances of
the speci�ed type can be acquired from the cloud provider
in su�cient quantities (i.e. provisioning requests are always
served). Cloud provider prices and SLAs are treated as parameters and studied in Section 4.1.
We assume that the price of an instance is held constant
throughout an experiment. While this may not generally be
the case for cheaper instance types, prices of GPU-based instances experience negligible variance over long time periods
[28, 29]. We also assume that billing occurs at a per-second
granularity (with a 60-second minimum charge), as is the
case for all major cloud providers [16–18].
3.1

3.2 Resource Allocation
Early-stopping methods specify the amount of work to be
done by each trial, but not how this work should be parallelized. A naive method to minimize cost within the limitations of using a �xed-size cluster, is to provision the smallest
static cluster such that the expected JCT of the input job
�ts within the time constraint. Parallel resources can then
be fairly allocated within each stage across running trials
(following the approach in previous systems [9, 25]). However, inelastic provisioning can result in under-utilization of
compute resources for two reasons.
Sublinear scaling. As illustrated in Section 2.1, allocating additional resources to trials leads to reduced e�ciency
because of sublinear scaling. In the initial stages, a large number of trials fairly share a relatively small number of parallel
resources, thus resulting in e�cient utilization. However, as
trials are subsequently pruned, resources are relinquished.
Since the cluster is �xed in size, the relinquished resources
cannot be deprovisioned and must be reallocated to the current set of running trials. While this increases the throughput
of the bene�ciary trials, it can be more cost-e�ective to simply deprovision resources and operate at lower but more
e�cient throughput.
Synchronization. Secondly, jobs are executed in a
synchronous-parallel fashion. At the end of each stage, all
trials are compared in order to promote top performers
and terminate bottom performers. As a result of this
synchronization step, stages are prone to stragglers. With
a static allocation, several resources—held by completed
trials—may be left idle at the end of each stage.

Early-stopping Algorithms

In this work, we are interested in optimizing the cost of executing early-stopping hyperparameter tuning methods. One
such method is Successive Halving [7], which is a commonly
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4

Cloud-based Hyperparameter Tuning

a p3.16xlarge instance with 8 GPUs may cost ⇠$24 perinstance hour.
While this billing model is the most common [16–18],
recent systems have introduced alternative models with �nergrained pricing granularity [19]. In such models users pay
per-function rather than per-instance, for only the speci�c
resources requested on the underlying hardware per-unit
time their function runs for. We therefore consider billing
granularity as a parameter to study the impact of recent
cloud trends on tuning workloads. In particular, we consider
the traditional per-instance billing granularity, along with
per-function granularity, which approximates newer models
that o�er �ner-grained pricing and compute elasticity.
We also consider data price, which determines how much
users pay per-GB of ingress data movement, such as for
reading training data from cloud storage. We note that data
movement is often free of cost (e.g. within an EC2 region).
However, users do not always have operational permission to
co-locate compute with data, and in such cases data access
can incur high costs. We treat it as a parameter for this
reason.
Performance modeling. There are three modeled
sources of latency: training latency, provider queuing delay,
and instance initialization latency.
Training latency re�ects (1) the initial latency of loading
checkpoints and establishing connections between peer-topeer training workers, and (2) the time it takes per step of
all-reduce SGD to occur. The causes of variance for this latency measure can include, for example, variance in network
latency and variance in data loading. This value depends on
the batch size per update step. It also depends on the number of parallel training workers—we therefore capture this
latency as a function of the number of resources allocated.
Scaling latency captures queuing delay at the provider.
More speci�cally, it is the the time it takes from a job to
request a resource to it being provisioned and made ready
to access. Instance initialization latency re�ects additional
time for a provisioned resource to become ready for use
by the job—this includes time to install dependencies and
initialize cluster state. If these overheads are large in the
context of the time constraint, increasing the cluster size of
a job mid-execution is unlikely to be cost-e�cient. Under
such circumstances, an ideal allocation plan would minimize
these latent costs by avoiding mid-job scale-up.

A �ner-grained, elastic allocation plan is capable of alleviating the resource e�ciency concerns associated with using a
static cluster allocation (Section 3.2). Therefore, given a job
speci�cation and time constraint, we want to �nd a feasible,
cost-e�cient resource allocation plan over cloud resources
and execute the job without incurring unforeseen costs or
overheads. In this section we outline our solution to the
following three key challenges:
First, it is necessary to develop an execution model that
allows us to accurately evaluate the quality of a candidate
allocation plan. Such a model must synthesize (i) the DL
model’s training latency and scalability over cloud hardware, (ii) cloud provider overheads, (iii) job speci�cation,
(iv) resource allocation plan, (v) and cloud provider pricing
characteristics. RubberBand models the execution of a job
as a directed acyclic graph ⌧ = (+ , ⇢) of tasks + (with associated latencies and costs) and task dependencies ⇢. This
provides an end-to-end representation of a job’s execution,
and can be used to predict its JCT and total cost.
Second, the search space of feasible allocation plans is exponentially large in the number of allocation decisions to be
made (i.e. the number of stages in the job). RubberBand therefore relies on a greedy heuristic planner, which leverages
the simulator as a black box to guide its search. The planner
outputs an allocation plan as a vector 0Æ 2 N |⇢ | where |⇢| is
the number of stages de�ned in the speci�cation and 0Æ8 is
the number of resources to be allocated to the job during the
execution of stage 8 (shared fairly between running trials).
Finally, the performance of the workload is sensitive to
the placement of trial workers on physical resources and
optimizing solely for locality can be expensive. RubberBand
compiles the allocation plan generated by the planner in
terms of resource quantities into a utilization-maximizing
placement plan, mapping trial workers to devices during
execution.
4.1 Modeling Variables
The performance of the DL model, overheads in the cloud and
provider pricing characteristics can impact the optimal resource allocation plan. We therefore parameterize our model
with various cost and performance variables to ensure RubberBand can accurately and �exibly model a job’s execution.
We later utilize this model during allocation planning to
predict job completion time and cost.
Cost modeling. There are three primary modeling parameters that impact the total incurred job execution cost,
leading to di�erences in the optimal allocation plan.
Compute price determines the price of each allocable unit
of compute, per-unit time. Pricing is typically commensurate
with the number of co-located resources in the allocated
unit [16]. For example, one on-demand EC2 p3.2xlarge instance with 1 GPU may cost ⇠$3 per-instance hour, whereas

4.2

Execution Model and Simulator

RubberBand’s simulator is parameterized by the modeling
variables discussed in Section 4.1. The instantiated simulator
is then responsible for synthesizing a DAG-based execution
model from a given input experiment speci�cation and resource allocation plan.
Each node in the DAG represents a task carried out by
either the job (e.g. training the DL model for a number of
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If the resources provisioned preceding the stage being
parsed are insu�cient to meet the stage’s allocation requirement, a blocking SCALE node is added to extend the previous frontier, followed by the necessary number of parallel
INIT_INSTANCE nodes to su�ciently grow the cluster.
A parallel TRAIN node is then added for each trial that
can run in parallel. If the cluster is too small to run all trials in parallel, each queued trial is represented by a TRAIN
node with a serial dependency on a previously run trial. For
example, a stage allocation of 1 resource would cause trials
to run serially, and would be appropriately represented as
sequentially linked nodes.
Stages are always concluded with a SYNC node, with all
nodes on the frontier (i.e. training nodes) added as dependencies. An example DAG construction is illustrated in Figure Figure 7. In this example, the cluster was su�ciently
scaled in the �rst stage. Note that low latency events with
no cost (e.g. deprovisioning) are unrepresented. 2
spec

rb.EmptyExperimentSpec()
.add stage(num trials
, iters
)
.add stage(num trials , iters
)
.add stage(num trials , iters
)
plan
rb.compile plan(spec, model profile, cloud profile, deadline
rb.execute(plan, trainer, search space)

)

Figure 7. Example DAG representation. The plan generated
class ExperimentSpec:

is represented by the simulator as a DAG of system and job tasks.
Each def
taskget
has stage(self,
an associatedstage
cost and
latency.
DAG is usedint
to :
index:
int)This
- Tuple[int,
simulate the Returns
latency and
cost
of
executing
a
particular
plan.
DAG
number of trials and iterations per-trial.
node types are explained in Section 4.2.
def num stages(self) - int:
Returns number of stages.

iterations) or RubberBand’s execution layer itself. We enumerate the types of these nodes below. Edges between nodes
represent task dependencies.
1. SCALE: Represents a system task to provision a resource from the cloud provider.
2. INIT_INSTANCE: Represents a system task to initialize the instance after provisioning (e.g. installing
dependencies).
3. TRAIN: Represents a trial task to train a model for
the speci�ed number of iterations, given the speci�ed
number of resources. Each stage in the DAG consists
of one or more TRAIN nodes.
4. SYNC: Represents a synchronization barrier to evaluate trial quality. This indicates the end of a stage.

Simulation. Each node type of the graph has a probability distribution associated with its latency and a derived
distribution associated with its cost. These distributions are
parameterized by the aforementioned modeling variables
(Section 4.1).
To predict JCT using this DAG, we sample latencies from
the distribution of each node and compute the critical path
(shown in Algorithm 1). We take a �xed number of samples
and output an average.
The estimated cost of a given plan depends on the billing
method. Per-function billing requires simply sampling the
cost distribution for each billable node and summing them
together. In per-instance billing we �rst sum non-compute
related costs. We then add the cost of compute separately
by determining the critical path within each stage. This is
necessary because compute resources can be held past the
lifetime of a trial (i.e. TRAIN node) due to stragglers.
4.3 Resource allocation planner
RubberBand’s resource allocation planner is responsible for
generating a feasible resource allocation plan that minimizes
the predicted execution cost.
To do so, the planner warm-starts its optimizer with a
feasible solution. This plan is then improved in a iterativegreedy fashion by (1) generating a set of new candidates
from the current best, (2) predicting each of their JCT and
cost using RubberBand’s simulator, (3) selecting the best
candidate, and (4) iterating until the best candidate generated is no longer predicted to improve cost, or violates the
time-constraint. We outline these steps in Algorithm 2 and
elaborate below.
Candidate generation. In each greedy step, candidate
allocation vectors 0Æ1 ...0Æ|⇢ | are generated from the current

DAG construction. The simulator constructs the DAG
by parsing the speci�cation and allocation plan together
stage-by-stage, extending dependency edges from the frontier (i.e. nodes with out-degree of zero) in each step. For each
stage, cluster scaling nodes are �rst added if provisioning
new nodes is necessary. This is followed by adding parallel
training nodes and a synchronization node to end the stage.

2 Node
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types can be easily added to capture additional latencies and costs.

best solution, 0Æ⇤ . Each candidate 0Æ8 is equivalent to 0Æ⇤ at
every index, except at 8, where the allocation from 0Æ⇤ is
decremented by a step size. The step size is set to be the
smallest integer value such that the new stage allocation is
either a factor or multiple of the number of trials, to ensure
that resources can always be fairly divided.
Greedy selection. The planner selects the allocation with
the largest predicted cost-marginal bene�t. This marginal
bene�t is calculated by:
<i =

⇠ (0Æ⇤ ) ⇠ (0Æ8 )
) (0Æ8 ) ) (0Æ⇤ )

Algorithm 1: Simulate total plan duration
Input: Experiment spec ⇢, allocation plan 0,
Æ scaling
pro�le (, cloud pro�le ⇠, number of samples =
Output: Simulated duration of plan
Function simulate_duration (⇢, 0,
Æ (, ⇠, =)
⌧
to_dag(,⇠ (⇢, 0);
Æ
Õ
return =1 =8=1 sample_duration(⌧)
Function sample_duration (⌧)
+
topological_sort(⌧);
;1
sample_latency(E 0 );
for i
2...= do
%8
predecessors(⌧, E8 );
;8
sample_latency(E8 ) + maxE 9 2%8 (; 9 );
return ;=

(1)

where 0Æ0 is a candidate vector, and ) and ⇠ predict cost and
JCT respectively. We normalize cost reduction by the corresponding increase in JCT to ensure a fair comparison across
candidates (since the step size varies to maintain invariants).
JCT and cost predictions are produced by the simulator, as
described in the previous section. Simulator invocations are
abstracted away in select_best_candidate (Algorithm 2).
Warm start. The plan optimizer must be warm-started
with a feasible solution. In practice, one can be easily found
by �rst solving the simpler problem of �nding the costoptimal static allocation. Since the search space is reduced
to a single dimension, we can enumerate candidate static
allocations from 1 to a large =, predict their costs and JCT,
and return the cheapest feasible choice.
Because the optimizer never generates a candidate by increasing allocations, the initial solution constrains the maximum allocation to each stage. While this is often su�cient,
we expand the search space to evaluate more candidates by
invoking the optimizer on di�erent warm-start solutions (e.g.
1x, 2x, 3x the optimal static allocation size). Of the �nal set,
we choose the plan with minimum predicted cost.
Solution guarantees. Although this algorithm does not
guarantee �nding a cost-optimal solution, it does, however,
guarantee that the solution found is predicted to do no worse
than the warm-start solution. Since the optimizer can be
warm-started with the optimal static cluster allocation, it
can therefore be expected to always do just as well or better.
As we show in Section 6, in practice it improves upon the
cost of such allocations by an order of magnitude.

Algorithm 2: Compile resource allocation plan
Input: experiment speci�cation ⇢, model scaling pro�le
(, cloud pro�le ⇠, time-constraint C, warm-start plan 0Æ0
Output: resource allocation vector 0Æ⇤
Function optimize_plan(⇢, (, ⇠, C, 0Æ0 )
0Æ⇤
0Æ0 ;
while true do
generate_candidates(Æ
0 ⇤ );
0Æ select_best_candidate⇢,(,⇠ ( );
if cost improvement < X or violating C then
break;
0Æ⇤
0;
Æ
return 0Æ⇤

resources. Parallel workers of a trial should be either colocated on a single machine or packed onto a minimal set of
nodes. By colocating workers, the distributed training algorithm will avoid incurring unnecessary network overheads.
4.4.1

Placement Controller Algorithm

We assume that the total sum of allocations in an allocation vector is less than or equal to the size of the cluster,
meaning that the provisioned resources will be anticipated
and acquired ahead of time. We also assume a homogeneous
instance pool—all worker instances have the same number
of GPU resources and same type of GPUs. Under these assumptions, the placement algorithm is given the following
parameters:

4.4 Placement Controller
During the execution of the workload, the placement controller will realize the resource allocation plan by managing
the scheduling and coordinating the placement of trial workers across provisioned resources. Speci�cally, the placement
controller will convert the resource quantity allocated to
each trial into physical resource assignments for its workers.
The output of this controller is a placement plan mapping
trial workers to the host addresses and worker GPUs.
The algorithm underlying the placement controller is designed to maximize spatial locality given the available cluster

1. List of trials and their resource allocations
2. Previously generated physical placement plan
3. Current cluster state.
The algorithm �rst checks if the resource allocations are
the same as the current placement plan. If not, it will attempt
to place the trials with new resource allocations on the cluster.
For each trial to place, it will �rst try to assign the trial to
nodes that can �t the new allocation. If this does not su�ce,
trials with smaller allocations will be displaced to �t the trial.
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Algorithm 3: Placement controller algorithm.
Input: Trial Allocation mapping , the last placement
plan lastPlan, list of nodes nodes, list of trials that
have not con�rmed placement reserved
Output: A new placement plan placement
Function PlacementController
if satis�ed by placement then
return placement
trialsToMove = trials in not satis�ed by placement;
placement.remove_discrepancies( );
for C
trialsToMove.sort_by_alloc(descending) do
if placement.full() then
break
alloc = [C];
while nodes.canFit(C.unit) do
node = nodes.get_best_�t(C.unit);
node.allocate(trial, resources=C.unit);
alloc -= C.unit() ;
if alloc == 0 then
break
for node
nodes.sort(by=availSpace) do
displaced = node.tryMakeSpace(trial, );
if displaced then
node.allocate(trial, resources=trial.unit);
alloc -= trial.unit ;
trialsToMove += displaced;
if alloc == 0 then
break
return placement

Profiler

Planner

Model

Inputs

Simulator

Executor

Scheduler
Cluster manager

Placement controller

Ray

Cloud compute layer

Figure 8. RubberBand system architecture. Pink arrows represent invocations, gray arrows represent object dependencies. The
planner compiles the experiment speci�cation to a resource allocation plan, based on the constraint and pro�ling information. The
produced allocation plan is executed by the executor.

Planning. Prior to execution, RubberBand runs a pro�ling step for a con�gurable period of time to collect instrumentation data associated with model training and resource
management. Because DL model training involves extremely
repetitive operations with predictable performance, this can
be done on the order of minutes. This involves iteratively
scaling up the resource allocation to a trial by powers of
two and measuring training latencies for each allocation.
The data is aggregated to interpolate an estimated training
latency scaling function of the model, and either utilize the
mean or �t latency distributions for other various operations.
This information is then utilized in planning to simulate
the latency and cost of executing candidate resource allocation plans. The simulator is initialized with the scaling
function and �tted latency distributions. The number of samples drawn for each plan simulation request is con�gured
to be small by default to ensure plans are generated quickly,
but can be increased to trade-o� planning performance for
better simulation results.
Trial life-cycle. A trial consists of one or more gangscheduled workers, each of which is responsible for managing one model replica. One worker from this group is
additionally responsible for coordinating the trial’s training
procedure and reporting intermediate progress metrics back
to the driver. Each worker is a Ray Actor, running in its
own Python process. Workers are initialized by invoking
user-provided functions that instantiate a model, optimizer,
learning rate scheduler, dataset, and loss function, based on
the trial’s associated hyperparameter con�guration.

Each of these trials will have an opportunity to be placed;
placed trials cannot be displaced.
The algorithm then compares the proposed new allocation
plan to the current placement plan, identifying trials that
do not need to change in resource allocation. Then, upon a
best-e�ort basis, it will preserve those resource assignments
across scheduling epochs.
To achieve spatial locality, for each trial, the placement
scheduler ensures that trials that have a resource allocation
less than the node size is fully placed on the node. Otherwise,
the trial will acquire one or more nodes to itself. To avoid
resource over-subscription, the controller also maintains a
list of trial placements that have been reassigned but have not
been acquired yet. These resources are "locked" and cannot
be perturbed in this scheduling epoch.

5

Rubberband

ExperimentSpec
Constraint

Implementation

We implement RubberBand on top of a recent version of
Ray [32] (0.9.0), leveraging the framework’s actor API to orchestrate distributed training jobs, and its autoscaling API to
interact with the cloud provider. RubberBand runs a driver
process on the head node, consisting of a scheduler, placement controller and cluster manager (Figure 8). This process
is responsible for coordinating the experiment’s execution.
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Model training is performed in iterations. The driver invokes the trial’s training API method, which trains the model
on a �xed number of data samples and evaluates it on a validation dataset, returning the progress metrics produced. The
trial distributes training work to its workers by leveraging PyTorch’s native distributed data parallel training module [33].
Between training iterations, trials can be checkpointed,
migrated and restored. Due to the symmetric nature of synchronous distributed data parallel training, only one worker
needs to save its state. The checkpoint is constructed with
the state of the model, optimizer, learning rate schedule, and
other training metadata. It is then serialized and persisted
in Ray’s shared-memory object store, a reference to which
is returned to the driver. During trial migration, newly instantiated workers use this reference to fetch the checkpoint
from the store and restore their state.
Scheduling and placement. RubberBand’s executor
comprises of a control loop that makes scheduling decisions
based on the experiment speci�cation, resource allocation
plan and the current state of running trials. Every iteration
of this loop, the scheduler has an opportunity to start,
continue running, pause or terminate a trial. The scheduler
is also able to request the cluster manager to provision new
resources or deprovision existing ones.
During execution of a stage, if the cluster size is greater
than or equal to the number of planned trials, the scheduler
runs all of them in parallel, allocating stage resources fairly
among them. However, if the cluster size is to small to do so,
each resource is assigned to a single trial until it is completed,
queuing unscheduled trials until resources are freed.
RubberBand uses Ray’s custom resource labels for actors
to control the placement of workers. To resize or reassign
resources to a trial, RubberBand checkpoints the state of the
trial, destroys all of its workers and creates new ones with
updated resource labels. The trial is then reassigned to the
new workers, where the training procedure is restored from
the checkpoint.
Cluster management. We extend Ray’s autoscaler to implement a cluster manager which supports ad-hoc requests
to scale the cluster size and tracks the total cost of provisioned compute during its lifetime . We use the boto [34]
API under-the-hood to provision and deprovision instances
from AWS EC2. We also use boto to fetch the price of an
instance prior to execution, and assume that this price holds
constant for the entire job duration.
The cluster manager utilizes a con�guration �le provided
by the user to service provisioning requests. This �le speci�es the instance types and machine images (AMI) to be
used for both the driver and worker instances, as well as
any dependency installation scripts to run upon machine
initialization. Once a provisioned instance becomes available,
these scripts are automatically run by the manager. The node
is subsequently added to the active Ray cluster.

Evaluation

In this section, we (1) evaluate static and elastic policies over
various DL models and compute platform characteristics, in
simulation; (2) perform an ablation over the optimizations
made by components of RubberBand; and (3) demonstrate
up to 2x improvement in cost over static baselines end-toend, with negligible deviaion in cost or JCT from simulated
predictions.
We refer to RubberBand with no changes, as the elastic
policy. The static policy is implemented by replacing RubberBand’s elastic resource allocation planner (described in Section 4.3) with a static allocation baseline planner (described
in Section 3.2). This baseline method �nds the cost-optimal
static allocation that can execute the job within constraints.
All experiments which evaluate the static and elastic resource allocation policies are performed on SHA-generated
[7] experiment speci�cations. SHA parameters of note are
(1) the number of trials =, (2) the minimum number of training iterations to assign each trial A , (3) the maximum number
of training iterations to assign ' (to at least 1 trial) and (4) the
termination rate [ (�xed to 2, unless otherwise speci�ed).
6.1 Simulated Experiments
In this section, we perform simulated experiments to evaluate
the cost-e�cacy of the two aforementioned policies on SHAbased workloads. We leverage the parameterized cloud model
to investigate the e�ects of di�erent cloud characteristics
upon using each policy. Speci�cally, we aim to evaluate the
following factors on policy performance:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The impact of stragglers
Impact of the job size
Impact of the data I/O pricing
Impact of instance initialization latency on algorithm
performance

Each experiment has two sets of parameters: job parameters, which include parameters to SHA, scaling, time
constraint, and modeling parameters, which include cloud
provider characteristics and pro�ling latencies.
6.1.1 Impact of Stragglers
In this experiment, we measure the impact of stragglers on
the cost objective for the two billing models. We compare a
per-instance billing model (account for running time cost of
each started instance) to a per-function billing model (only
accounts for the cost of a utilized resource). We generate
a speci�cation using SHA(= = 64, A = 4, ' = 508). We use
the scaling performance of a ResNet50 model [35] with a
batch size of 512 using a cluster of EC2 p3.8xlarge workers.
We generate stragglers by sampling training latency (periteration) from a normal distribution with ` = 4 seconds,
and vary f from 1 to 10. Instance initialization latency is set
to a constant 0 seconds. Results are shown in Figure 9.
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(a) Fixed-cluster policy

(a) Pay-per-instance

(b) Elastic policy

Figure 11. Simulated cost of executing SHA workload while
increasing the number of trials. The elastic cluster allocation/algorithm is able to reduce costs across di�erent trial counts,
regardless of the billing model.

Figure 9. Impact of stragglers on simulated cost under different billing regimes. We simulate a SHA job with 64 ResNet-50
models running over p3.8xlarge instances. Stragglers are simulated
by increasing variance of the training function latency distribution.
Execution under a pay-per-instance regime exhibits higher costs
due to under-utilization of resources at synchronization points,
regardless of allocation policy.

(a) ImageNet

As a result, when the majority of expenditure is on data
movement, the bene�t of elastic resource allocation is diminished. However, we note that the elastic policy never does
worse than the static one. In comparison, with CIFAR-10—a
dataset of size only 150MB—data movement cost is negligible.
We therefore observe a modest ⇠1.5x improvement in cost
even at the relatively expensive data price of $0.16 per-GB.
It is important to note that in typical cloud workloads, data
transfer is free of cost. However this is not always the case—
for example, in the case when transferring data between
physically separate datacenter regions [36].

(b) CIFAR-10

Figure 10. Impact of data I/O pricing on overall experiment
cost for small and large datasets. The cost associated with I/O
dominates experiment cost when the dataset is large or when the
I/O pricing is high, resulting in little improvement relative to a
�xed-cluster baseline.

6.1.3

Impact of Job Size

In this experiment, we measure how the cost-e�ciency of
the policies scale with job size. Speci�cally, we sweep the
number of trials being evaluated by the job. We use SHA(= =
:, A = 4, ' = 508) where : is varied as illustrated in Figure 11.
We use the scaling performance of a ResNet50 model with a
batch size of 512, using a cluster of EC2 p3.8xlarge workers.
The time constraint is set to 20 minutes.
The results of this experiment are illustrated in Figure 11.
We see that across the various workloads, the elastic cluster
allocation policy always outperforms the �xed cluster baseline. Furthermore, the di�erence in the total execution cost
increases as the number of trials increase. This is because
an increase in the number of trials to evaluate is directly
correlated with an increase in the overall available parallelism to exploit. However, for the static policy to leverage
this increased parallelism in the earlier stages, it would have
to incur worse utilization in the later stages.

As seen in Figure 9, per-instance billing is an order
of magnitude more expensive than per-function billing
for both policies when there is large variance in training
time. This is stragglers lead to RubberBand having to hold
under-utilized resources at synchronization points. With
per-function billing this is not the case because resources
are released as soon as a trial completes its work.
6.1.2

(b) Pay-per-function

Impact of data I/O pricing

In this experiment, we measure the impact of data I/O pricing
on the overall execution cost. We assume that the only data
transfer charged is that of downloading the dataset from an
external store (e.g. S3), and occurs once per-instance. We
compare the policies on both small and large datasets.
We generate a speci�cation again using SHA(= = 64, A =
4, ' = 508). We also use the scaling performance of a
ResNet50 model with a batch size of 512 using a cluster of
AWS p3.8xlarge workers.
As illustrated in Figure 10, the bene�t of elastic allocation
is limited to jobs where the price of compute dominates the
total experiment cost. Downloading ImageNet, a dataset of
size 150GB, from S3 to a single EC2 instance at a price of just
$0.01 per GB costs $1.50. This cost multiplies in a distributed
environment where instances require local copies of data.

6.1.4

Impact of Initialization Latency

In this experiment, we measure the impact of di�erent initialization latencies on the cost objective, across di�erent
workload time constraints. Results are shown in Figure 12.
We use a per-instance billing model and use SHA(= =
512, A = 4, ' = 4096) to generate the experiment speci�cation.
We also use the scaling performance of a ResNet50 model
with a batch size of 2048 using a cluster of AWS p3.8xlarge
workers. The mean training latency (per iteration) is set to
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(a) 1s init latency

(b) 10s init latency

(c) 100s init latency

Figure 12. Simulated cost of executing SHA on 512 ResNet-50 models over p3.8xlarge instances, with static and elastic policies.
In the presence of minimal initialization overheads, we observe up to a 3.5x reduction in cost with the elastic policy. When overheads exist,
the policy prices in the cost of scaling up and generates a di�erent plan, leading to higher costs.

12 seconds, while we sweep initialization latencies of 1, 10,
and 100 seconds. For each latency setting, we sweep the job’s
time constraint from 90 to 160 minutes.
In Figure 12, we see that as the initialization latency increases, the cost advantage of the elastic policy relatively
decreases. For example, increasing from a 1s latency to 10s
has no impact on the static policy, but increases the cost of
the elastic policy by almost 2x (at the 90 minute time constraint). This is because such latencies reduce the e�cacy of
scaling to large cluster allocations.
Nevertheless, the elastic policy is still predicted to perform
an order of magnitude better at the tightest time constraints.
6.2

# GPUs

Placement

No Placement

1
2
4

749.58 ± 23.97
1480.07 ± 152.23
2773.04 ± 349.72

673.76 ± 13.92
947.76 ± 397.19
1209.51 ± 357.58

Table 1. Placement Controller sample throughput. We measure the sample throughput (samples per second) for a ResNet50
model with a batch size of 1024 across di�erent worker sizes on
a cluster of p3.16xlarge instances. We see that without placement
control sample throughput scales poorly, and is over 2x slower.

to scale almost linearly across resources (⇠3.8x), while the
placement-unaware baseline achieves only a ⇠1.8x speedup.

Ablation Experiment: Placement Controller

As seen in Table 1, we evaluate the bene�t of the placement
controller, which is designed to (1) co-locate parallel workers
of each trial on as few machines as possible, and (2) deprovisioning resources safely by bin-packing trials prior to cluster
scale-down events.
All experiments in this section are run on EC2 using
p3.16xlarge instances, each of which provides 8 NVIDIA
Tesla V100 GPUs at the hourly price of $7.50-per-instance—
the price at time-of-writing. We utilize a single r5.4xlarge
instance to coordinate trials and host model checkpoints. 3
We use a �xed batch size of 2048 throughout the entire
experiment. At smaller resource scales, the model is unable
to process the entire batch size at once. Therefore, we use
gradient accumulation to ensure that the batch size does not
change during learning.
We benchmark the sample throughput of di�erent trials using RubberBand on an end-to-end workload with and
without the placement controller. Without the placement
controller, RubberBand delegates placement of workers to
the underlying scheduler without indicating location preferences. As seen in Table 1, placement allows throughput

6.3

End-to-end Experiments

In a series of end-to-end experiments, we now evaluate (1)
how well RubberBand performs across various time constraints, and (2) how well RubberBand performs across various deep learning models.
6.3.1 Adaptability across time constraints
In this experiment, we evaluate the cost-e�ciency of
RubberBand across various time constraints. We train a
ResNet101 model on CIFAR10 using a batch size of 1024,
and use SHA(= = 32, A = 1, ' = 50, [ = 3) to generate
the speci�cation. We set our instance initialization and
node scale-up latency to 15 seconds (using a warm pool of
instances). Across the board, RubberBand is able to reduce
costs across a variety of time constraints.
We compared the job execution costs between RubberBand, the static cluster policy, and a naive elastic baseline
across various time constraints. The naive elastic baseline
used �nds the cost-optimal allocation plan within the constrained space of �xed allocations per-trial. That is, although
the cluster size is elastically adjusted, the number of resources allocated to each trial remains constant across stages.
This is similar to a strategy described in prior work [9].

3 In practice, the price of CPU instances is negligible in comparison to that of

GPU instances, and is therefore ignored for the purposes of this evaluation.
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Max Time
(min)

JCT (sim)

Cost (sim)

JCT (real)

Cost (real)

Acc (%)

20
20
20
30
30
30
40
40
40

19:24 ± 00:00
14:39 ± 00.00
18:56 ± 00:02
29:09 ± 00:02
26:25 ± 00:00
29:14 ± 00:00
36:53 ± 00:02
26:25 ± 00:00
37:08 ± 00:02

$34.00 ± $0.00
$27.50 ± $0.00
$15.68 ± $0.02
$17.73 ± $0.00
$19.83 ± $0.00
$14.70 ± $0.00
$14.99 ± $0.02
$19.83 ± $0.00
$14.68 ± $0.02

19:15 ± 00:26
⇤
18:47 ± 00:22
29:37 ± 00:20
⇤
27:32 ± 00:03
35:45 ± 00:49
⇤
36:05 ± 00:15

$33.21 ± $0.84
⇤
$15.67 ± $0.41
$17.99 ± $0.52
⇤
$14.06 ± $0.02
$14.59 ± $0.33
⇤
$14.16 ± $0.11

91.9 ± 0.7
⇤
89.9 ± 1.3
83.2 ± 6.4
⇤
87.6 ± 1.1
89.2 ± 0.8
⇤
88.4 ± 0.6

Static
Naive elastic
RubberBand
Static
Naive elastic
RubberBand
Static
Naive elastic
RubberBand

Table 2. Cost to complete workload across various time constraints. We measure the cost of an end-to-end benchmark tuning

ResNet101 on an elastic cluster of on-demand p3.8xlarges with a variety of time constraints. Each experiment is run across 3 seeds.
RubberBand performance is able to match simulation and provide signi�cant cost improvements. Naive elastic experiments were not run
due to the prohibitively large number of resources required (e.g. 512 GPUs in the �rst stage of the 20-minute experiment).

Epoch range

trials

GPUs/trial

Cluster Size

Model

Time

Fixed

RubberBand

0-1
1-4
4-13
13-50

32
10
3
1

1
2
4
8

8
5
4
2

Resnet101 0:20:00
Resnet152 1:00:00
BERT
0:20:00

$33.21 ± $0.84
$35.53± $0.30
$36.43± $0.16

$15.67 ± $0.41
$26.54 ± $0.33
$29.17± $0.23

Table 4. Cost to complete workload across various models.
We compared the cost of executing a �xed cluster plan to RubberBand across a variety of popular deep learning models/datasets:
Resnet101 on CIFAR10, Resnet152 on CIFAR100, and BERT on RTE.
Results are averaged across 3 runs. In each case, we are able to
leverage RubberBand to reduce costs on the given baseline.

Table 3. Example cluster schedule for elastic training. RubberBand will leverage a given allocation plan to create a cluster
resource schedule. Through this schedule, RubberBand is able to
dynamically adjust the number of resources allocated per trial,
leveraging information about the model’s scaling pro�le and the
underlying cloud environment.

6.3.2

Results are shown in Table 2. We also include the allocation
plan generated for the 20 minute time-constraint in Table 3
(the optimal static cluster size was 6 instances—a total of 24
GPUs). We make four observations regarding these results.
First, the error rate in both JCT and cost is low, showing
high �delity between simulation and reality. Second, across
all deadlines, all baselines demonstrated a statistically insigni�cant di�erence in accuracy.4 Any discrepancies are
expected to be a result of improper seeding.
Third, the naive elastic policy is outperformed by both
RubberBand and the static policy (at 30 minutes) in simulation. This shows that elasticity applied naively, as proposed
in previous work [9], is ine�ective at reducing cost.
Last, we see that tighter constraints lead to a larger cost
deviation between RubberBand and baselines, as was demonstrated in simulated experiments. Speci�cally, RubberBand
demonstrates a cost reduction of 53% on the 20 minute deadline over the �xed cluster allocation baseline, while demonstrating a negligible di�erence at the 40 minute time constraint. This is expected, as the necessity of parallelization
decreases with a more lax constraint.

Adaptability across DL models

We evaluate the behavior of RubberBand on a variety of deep
learning models and datasets. Speci�cally, we evaluate:
1. ResNet101 on CIFAR10
2. ResNet152 on CIFAR100
3. BERT on RTE
For each of these models, we measured their scaling pro�le on p3.8xlarge instances and compared the performance
of RubberBand against a �xed cluster baseline. We expect
that RubberBand will be able to reduce execution costs by
better utilizing resources. As seen in Table 4, RubberBand is
able to provide cost savings across all models by leveraging
information about the cloud platform and DL model.

7

Discussion and Related Work

RubberBand addresses the challenges of minimizing the cost
of a hyperparameter tuning job by leveraging elastic cloud
resources. In this section, we review literature related to this
problem and some potential avenues for future work.
Hyperparameter tuning algorithms. There has been
related work in both theory and practice for resourceconstrained hyperparameter tuning. On the theoretical front,
[7, 8, 37] address the problem of budgeted hyperparameter
tuning, but do so for an abstract notion of a "work budget",

4 While

we do not attain state-of-the-art accuracy (94%), this is orthogonal
to the problem RubberBand solves, and can be remedied by simply applying
standard (compatible) techniques such as using an lr-schedule.
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which requires translation to space-time dimensions.
RubberBand supports such methods.
ASHA [9] and HyperSched [11] similarly attempt to practically adapt Successive Halving to the parallel setting, but
are primarily designed around the limitations of using a
�xed-size cluster. Namely, ASHA always samples new con�gurations when resources are freed during trial termination, whereas HyperSched employs a heuristic to determine
whether to sample a new con�guration or reallocate all freed
resources to remaining trials. Sampling new con�gurations
has been shown to be an ine�ective use of resources under
a time-constraint [11]. On the other hand, reallocating all
resources results in resource under-utilization.
Systems for hyperparameter tuning. Several systems
aim to scale hyperparameter tuning workloads [9, 30, 38, 39].
Vizier [30] is a scalable black-box optimization service used
to generate hyperparameter con�gurations, but is completely
agnostic to the execution layer. RubberBand has an execution
layer and is therefore synergistic with Vizier.
Determined AI’s production system [9, 39] supports the
elastic execution of ASHA. Similarly to RubberBand, the
allocation to a job is reduced over time, but the mechanism
for doing so is naive—the maximum size of the allocation is
ensured to be a �xed multiple of the number of remaining
trials from the originally spawned set. This can easily result
in sub-optimal utilization, as demonstrated in the evaluation.
Other systems similarly study the problem of scheduling
hyperparameter tuning jobs in the on-premise, multi-tenant
setting. Gandiva [23, 40] is a GPU cluster scheduling framework that introduces new scheduling primitives for DL, and
aims to maximize global cluster e�ciency. Philly [24] is another GPU cluster scheduler that similarly optimizes for
global cluster utilization. Tiresias [22] and Themis [25] aim
to address multi-tenant issue of fairness. Unlike RubberBand,
these systems are primarily designed for the on-premise,
multi-tenant GPU cluster setting.
Elasticity in DL. Recent work [41–44] has studied how
to leverage compute elasticity in related workloads. NumPyWren [41] identi�es and exploits dynamic parallelism in linear algebra algorithms, including matrix multiplication (key
to DL) to increase compute e�ciency. One layer higher, [44]
and EDL [42] introduce elasticity in DL training workloads,
the latter in the context of multi-tenant clusters. TorchElastic
[43] similarly provides a interface for de�ning and executing
elastic jobs in a fault-tolerant manner. Cirrus [45] leverages
elasticity to scale end-to-end ML work�ows, but primarily
addresses interactive workloads.
These systems are related but leverage elasticity at a lower
level (i.e. matrix multiplication and single-model training),
rather than at the hyperparameter tuning layer.
DL performance modeling. Prior work has studied how
to model neural network training performance, based on
neural architecture and hardware utilized [15, 20]. However,
such approaches are limited to speci�c architecture types. In

order to handle arbitrary DL model architectures, we instead
measure training performance empirically, since collection
of instrumentation data can be done in low time and cost,
relative to actual JCT and cost. However, prior performance
modeling work becomes more pertinent when it is infeasible to collect su�cient data. This includes, for example,
extensions to use-cases where performance is a function of
hyperparameters, or when the training procedure leverages
a batch size schedule.
Cloud autoscaling. There have been numerous e�orts
towards minimizing the cost of executing generic workloads
by dynamically autoscaling the underlying cloud cluster. Several autoscaling systems observe and predict the resource
utilization of jobs [46–48], but do not leverage workloadspeci�c properties. Recent work [48] has explored autoscaling jobs in datacenters to meet time constraints, but aims to
maximize overall datacenter utilization by reducing interference between co-located jobs. Stratus [49] autoscales cluster
size and bin-packs tasks based on predicted JCT to minimize
the cost of executing tasks; however, resource requirement
determination is left to the user.
Other prior work [50] autoscales cluster size to optimize
the cost of executing several tasks with di�erent deadlines.
Hotspot [29] exploits pricing di�erences across regions to
migrate jobs when bene�cial, but such migrations are ine�ective for expensive GPU instance types. Resource type
selection in the cloud has also attracted recent attention.
Ernest [51] pro�les a sub-sample of the workload to build a
performance model of each job, while CherryPick [52] uses
bayesian optimization to learn from historical performance.
While some of these systems are able to leverage elastic compute pools to execute jobs, they are unable to accommodate all of the requirements of distributed DL workloads (such as supporting distributed job execution and colocation), and do not exploit workload-speci�c characteristics to optimize cost.

8

Conclusion

RubberBand utilizes performance instrumentation and cloud
pricing data to model job completion time and cost prior to
runtime, in order to generate a feasible, cost-e�cient, elastic
resource allocation plan. RubberBand is then able to e�ciently execute the plan it generates, dynamically scaling
and managing the cluster as required. We demonstrate a
reduction in cost of up to 2x on real-world hyperparameter optimization jobs against �xed-cluster baselines, while
preserving JCT and model accuracy.
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